
AN ALCHEMY SET FILM

In the near future, NASA discovers a dark star moving towards our galaxy at an unprecedented speed. Within 80 years, the star is projected to pass 
close enough to throw our entire solar system out of sync, sending planets and stars hurtling into space. World politics are thrown into chaos as 
governments secretly build underground structures to house their smartest, strongest, and most privileged.

Circa 2100 AD the Earth begins losing it’s orbit around the sun, and the first phase of subterranean deployment begins. During this time, the 
existence of underground bunkers becomes public knowledge. Conflicts of various scale are waged as people and governments struggle to secure 
entry into bunkers: legitimate screening processes, small-scale renegade infractions, and nation-state wars.

Over the course of 50 years, the Earth’s rotation and revolution vary wildly (measuring a “year” becomes complicated in itself). Circa 2110 AD, the 
moon decouples from the Earth, catalyzing an era of great seismic activity. By 2200 AD, Earth decouples from the sun and the final phase of 
subterranean deployment is completed. Several private corporations and organizations manage to secure shelter in natural and artificial structures, 
but all known surface habitation ceases.

Circa 2250 AD, as the distance to the sun increases, the average temperature on the earth’s surface has dropped to zero degrees Celsius. All 
moisture in the atmosphere has frozen and precipitated. Seas, rivers, and lakes begin to freeze. By 2500, the atmosphere of the Earth has collapsed 
completely, creating layers of precipitated gases according to their freezing points (-220 degrees Celsius). With no atmosphere to protect it, the 
surface becomes subject to the constant pelting of space debris, 100 - tons per day. Humans struggle to survive in subterranean and subaqueous 
structures designed to withstand great seismic activity, particularly during the decoupling. Communities range in government and size, from single 
family dwellings and anarchic factions to large, structured societies (in the tens and hundreds of thousands).

Circa 2560 AD, the last human known to have experienced life on the surface dies.  Expansion drives communities towards the Earth’s core in 
search of heat energy as the outer crust cools and hardens inward. To maintain living conditions, air and water is mined from the precipitated 
surface gases, while energy is converted from natural and artificial heat vents. Underground aquifers provide an additional source of water. 
Hydroponic gardening, natural subterranean cavities, artificial sunlight, and vitamin supplements allow for sufficient agricultural economies. Seed, 
DNA, and live specimen banks are maintained at all costs. Nomadic wanderers, couriers, ambassadors, and tourists travel between the larger 
societies via drilled corridors, which are often in need of repair due to intense seismic activity. Scientific advancement in chemosynthesis, 
metallurgy,  nanotechology, and geology take precedence by necessity, but interest in space exploration is reignited as scientists determine the 
trajectory of Earth’s path through the cosmos. Over the course of millennia, the Earth continues ever onward.
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The Wanderer - Sci-fi Series 

LOG LINE: When plummeting global temperatures force humanity underground, families torn apart by 
catastrophe and cryo-stasis must search across time and space for each other. Scientists and mystics, 
brothers and daughters, soldiers and citizens must struggle against fate’s indifference to ensure their own 
survival and the future of the human race. 

A FAMILY SEPARATED BY TIME AND SPACE… In the year 2122, a passing ‘dark star’ forces the Earth to decouple from 
the sun, causing its surface to become uninhabitable and forcing humanity deep underground in search of warmth and 
shelter.  Knowing the unstoppable event was coming, a brilliant yet timid astrophysicist puts himself and his family into 
cryogenic sleep, scheduled to awake 100 years later when his skills will be desperately needed. But when he wakes on an 
orbiting research facility, he learns that his wife, son, and daughter have died while in stasis as the result of a mechanical 
error. Unbeknownst to him, the ‘error’ is a lie, contrived to keep him at work seeking survival options for a greatly 
depopulated and destabilized America. Deep beneath the surface, his teenage daughter wakes to find herself trapped in 
an underground city sparsely populated by “synths”, a culture of nearly immortal people that have biologically 
augmented themselves to the point that they are hardly recognizable as human. A kind-hearted synth will sacrifice his 
own life to help her escape and find her father, but when she finally reaches him, she will barely recognize the 80 year-old 
man she once called Dad. Who else has survived from their family… where and when could they be? 

THE CREATIVE TEAM: Justin O’Neal Miller and J. Chris Campbell are an 
Atlanta-based writing team that have collected several decades of 
experience in the film business. Miller comes from an architectural 
background (Mack Scoggin Merril Elam), which led him into set design and 
art direction (Ant-Man, Hunger Games: Mockingjay, The Walking Dead). He 
recently penned the the award-winning short film “Restitution.” Campbell 
specializes in visual story-telling, having started in the lighting department 
(Zombieland, W, Fast 5, Furious 7, The Walking Dead) and then 

transitioned into cinematography with award-winning independent projects (The Signal, Ghost of Old Highways, Shut-
Eye). Miller and Campbell combine their visual aesthetics to create a fully immersive, deeply researched and provocatively 
personal vision of our world suffering the effects of environmental devastation. 

–  PRODUCER

A southern gentleman and time traveler, Justin is the writer, director and producer of numerous commercial and narrative 
projects, including the award-winning short film “Restitution.” He studied at the Georgia Tech School of Architecture, 
winning the Grand Prix for his thesis film project, titled “hypertecture.” After graduating, Justin practiced at the world 
renowned architecture firm Mack Scogin Merrill Elam. His passion for design and storytelling led to a career in set design 
and art direction, working for feature films and television including “Ant-Man”, “Hunger Games: Mockingjay,” "Prisoners," 
"42: The Jackie Robinson Story," "The Walking Dead," “Teen Wolf”, and "Halt and Catch Fire." In 2009, he founded Alchemy 
Set, a narrative and commercial production company dedicated to creating deliberate and evocative moving pictures. He lives 
in Atlanta, Ga. with his wife and four children.

Justin O’Neal Miller – PRODUCER, WRITER/DIRECTOR

Alchemy Set
as@alchemyset.com – 404.414.4174

Brandon started his career in editing with Deluxe-owned Beast Atlanta, where he did commercial and short film editorial for 
clients like Mitsubishi, Ford, Toyota, and Bridgestone. After several years in the editing world, Brandon sought the deeper 
challenge of visual effects and finishing, transitioning to Beast’s sister company Method Studios. This move showcased 
Brandon's talent and garnered national attention. He was soon brought up to the big leagues and given a position at one of 
the largest commercial VFX houses in the world: The Mill. At The Mill, Brandon works elbow to elbow with some of the most 
talented VFX artists in the country, catering to clients ranging from Nike and Johnnie Walker, to IBM and Mercedes.

Brandon Danowski

J. Christopher Campbell has been telling visually compelling stories for over a decade in the film business. He started in the 
lighting department before moving into camera and has worked on such films and television shows as Zombieland, W, The 
Expendables, Fast 5, Furious 7, The Vampire Diaries, The Walking Dead, and much more. He was credited as the Lighting 
Designer for the 2007 Sundance hit, The Signal and was recently featured in ICG magazine for his accomplishments in 
camera operating. Chris won multiple awards for Cinematography for the 2012 film, Ghost of Old Highways, and has received 
recognition from Break Media and New Regency Pictures for the 2014 Prototype Project Finalist, Shut-Eye.
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